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Abstract:  Operating Ambulance is much confronted as compared to carriage. Every fundamental demand 

spare facilities such as biomedical accessories, nurses, doctors and many more. So every fundamental need 

to be handled with human interaction, and its extremely difficult to brutalize it. As Ambulance utility per day 

is very less compared to carriage, one driver will be advance to maintain multiple vehicles based on the 

Accessories. So a driver app attached to a special vehicle will make no sense for operators. In this project an 

android app namely (………)has been defined. There is most common rescue service 1122 which is guided 

through phone calls but it’s a separate idea in itself in which one can book an ambulance using an android 

smart phone. The request for an Ambulance formed by the Boosted App is directly refresh on assemble 

mainframe office, where 24/7 server will automatically inquiry the request figure coordinates and response 

back to the user and it’s several nearest station. That supplication is in progress and from which station 

ambulance will come. All this process and mainframe will handle practically. The whole antiquity will 

maintain on server side and also on user side. When task is done then situation on app and sever side will be 

update. It develops for plate humanity in the situation of emergency by using absolute and accurate results. 

As we monitor the word ‘Ambulance’ the first thing comes to mind is the salvage process. In the modern era 

where the population is increasing day by day, people feel cramped and frightened due to danger bearing of 

road accidents, some known and unknown endemic which required the quickly remedy but unfortunately due 

to couple of minute delay some important lives are lost.. 
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